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Questions









Why is dust aerosol important?
How can land-cover/land-use change (LCLUC) affect
dust emission?
How can climate variability affect dust?
What is the current modeling capability in addressing
the above two questions?
What are the implications? How can dust affect the
dryland ecosystems?

Why is dust aerosol important?

Linkages of dust with energy, carbon and water cycles
Dust aerosol has enormous impact on climate and environment through its lifetime.

modified from Shao et al. 2011
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How can LCLUC affect dust emission?

Increasing LCLUC in world's drylands


Definition of LCLUC:
 Land use is defined through its purpose and is characterized by management
practices such as logging, ranching, and cropping.
 Land cover is the actual manifestation of land use (i.e., forest, grassland,
cropland) (IPCC, 2001).
Drylands are home to 35% of world's population.

Source: United Nations Population
Division, World Population Prospects: The
2010 Revision, medium variant (2011).

Source: Millennium Ecosystem Assessment

Agriculture and water body changes as dust sources

(Hurtt et al 2011)





Key LCLUC relevant to dust (IPCC, 2007):
• Agriculture (cultivation, overgrazing)
• Water body changes (ephemeral
rivers/lakes)
LCLUC in Central Asia:
• Cropland (virgin lands campaign)
• Pasture
• Water bodies (Aral Sea, KBG)

Effects of LCLUC on dust
Physical mechanisms:
• wind regime (biophysical impact) (Small et al.2001)
• surface erodibility (vegetation cover, crust, roughness) (Webb and Strong, 2011)
Land degradation due to overgrazing

Ravi et al. 2011
Wakened winds over Aral Sea after drying

Strong dynamics of erodibility condition
(Webb and Strong, 2011)

Darmenova and Sokolik, 2007

Summary





LCLUC is projected to have growing impact on world's
drylands due to population growth. How the dust budget can
be modified by agriculture and water resource usage
remains to be addressed.
LCLUC affects dust emission by altering wind regime
through land-atmosphere coupling, and the surface
characteristics that determine the wind erodibility. These
effects need to be accounted for in models.

How can climate variability affect dust?

Dust activities are strongly related to multi-scale climate variability
Dust response to climate of last glacial
maximum, pre-industrial, and current day

Glacial-interglacial scale:




Palaeo-dust records from ice cores,
loess or marine sediments reflect the
changes in dust source area/intensity, in
response to the changing climate during
glacier cycles.
High dust accumulation rate in LGM may
indicate expanse of dust sources (due to
low rainfall during glacials, etc).

Mahowald et al. 2006

Dust activities are strongly related to multi-scale climate variability
Decadal/interannual scales (Gong et al. 2006):





ENSO cycle: Dryer and colder conditions in La Nina years lead to stronger
dust outbreaks in Asia.
Monsoon system: East Asia summer/winter monsoon
Cyclones (Mongolia cyclones): decreasing dust trend in Northern China
related to weakening Mongolia Cyclones (Zhu et al. 2008).

What do meteorological station records tell us?
Visibility record (1950-2000) - Mahowald et al. 2007

visibility

wind cubed

precip/psdi
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Both regions show decreasing trend of dust frequency.
For Aral Sea, correlation between dustiness and wind, grazing.
For China, wind drives most variability.

What do meteorological station records tell us?
WMO dust weather data (1970-2009, April) (Kurosaki etal 2011)
Change in dust frequency

Change in surface erobility






Change in strong wind (erosivity)

Change in precipitation

Dust frequency (of April) increased from the 1990s to 2000s.
Strong wind frequency increased in Hexi Corridor/west InnerMongolia, but
decreased/changed little in NE China – land surface became more erodible.
Hypothesis for increased erodibility: precipitation decrease led to less dead
leaf and protection to the surface.

Surface greenness as a proxy of dust source area

NDVI data - Jeong et al. 2011
NDVI: Proxy for unvegetated surfaces and
potential dust sources.

Bare soil areas first contracted by 9.8% and
then expanded by 8.7%.

PDSI anomaly

Summary





Climate variability is linked to dust via controls on
meteorological conditions that change the surface wind speed,
especially strong winds, and surface erobility (soil moisture,
vegetation etc) via changes in precipitation and temperature.
Trend studies show contrasting results on dust frequency
change, partly due to differences in how the dust records are
interpreted and analyzed, and sampling in space.

What is the current modeling capability of LCLUC
and climate impact on dust?

Dust emission processes and parameterizations




Dust emission physical processes  Turbulent eddy (stochastic)
 Saltation bombardment (mean wind shear)
 Aggregate disintegration
Dust emission parameterizations  Simplified scheme:
 F~(U-Uth)^3; Uth is fixed.
 Physically-based scheme:
 Uth depend on land property and state.
 Size resolved F~Q as a function of kinetic energy, etc.

Shao 2008

Dust model intercomparison shows large discrepancy
Dust mass budget of participant models in AeroCom (Huneeus et al 2011)

Prescribed same
emission for all
models.

Textor et al, 2007

“An exhaustive comparison of different models with each other and against observations can reveal
weaknesses of individual models and provide an assessment of uncertainties in simulating the dust
cycle”
“The comparisons conducted throughout the AeroCom project have revealed important differences among
models in describing the aerosol life cycle at all stages from emission to optical properties.”

Dust load is tuned to observations; while emission/deposition show great discrepancy.

Source of uncertainties in dust model intercomparison






Sources of uncertainty of dust emission
 Emission parameterization
 Land and soil property (soil grain size
distribution, soil moisture, etc)
 Winds (especially peak winds)
All parameters need to be at the spatial
and temporal scales of dust emission
processes.
Lack of measurement for model validation.

Preferential dust sources, Formenti et al. 2011

Coupled dust modeling system
Recent efforts to systematically quantify the model uncertainty of each stage and
parameter by incorporating multiple dust schemes into one host model
(Darmenova et al. 2009; Kang et al. 2011).
Dust scheme I

sandy

Key finding from the figure:

Dust flux is most sensitive to friction
velocity.

Land surface parameters become
more important under lower wind
speed events.

gobi

Short vegetation

Dust scheme II

Modeling assessment of LCLUC impact on dust
GCM estimates on LCLUC impact on dust, or anthropogenic
fraction of total dust  Simplified scheme (threshold can be changed due to
LCLUC)
 Implementation of land use data
 Natural and disturbed sources treated the same (Tegen
and Fung, 2004)
 Lower threshold for disturbed sources (Tegen et al
2004)
 Higher threshold for disturbed sources (Ginoux et al
2012)
 Methodology
 Add disturbed sources to model, and tune dust fields to
observations.
More realistic way:
To Account for changes in land properties/state by LCLUC via
reconstructions of land cover, soil texture, and 'true'
boundary layer condition for wind forecast, and the wind
threshold in the physically-based schemes.

Study

fant

Tegen and Fung, 1995 20–50%
Mahowald and Luo,
2003

14–60%

Zhang et al., 2003

14%

Tegen et al., 2004

<10%

Yoshika et al., 2005

20–25%

Ginoux et al. 2012

25%

Summary









Despite advances in model developments, dust emission remains
highly uncertain in dust budget studies – mainly because of lack of
near-source measurement for model evaluation and lack of surface/soil
data pertinent to space and times scales of dust emission processes.
Incorporating multiple dust schemes in a single host model can help
assess the sensitivity and uncertainty of each stage of dust modeling,
thus bracketing the range of uncertainty.
Large discrepancy exist in estimates of LCLUC contribution to total
dust, partly due to different ways of how disturbed sources are derived
from data and treated in models. In particular, use of simplified dust
scheme cannot represent the changes in intrinsic surface state/property
that affect both surface winds and wind threshold.
Proposed approach: account for changes in land properties/state by LCLUC via
reconstructions of land cover, soil texture, and 'true' boundary layer condition
for wind forecast, and the wind threshold in the physically-based schemes.

What are the implications to dryland ecosystems?

Dust impact on photosynthetically active radiation




Radiative impact:
 Reduce total amount.
 Increase diffuse light (higher LUE).
What is the net effects on different types of ecosystems?

Source of uncertainty (by order of importance): (Liao and Seinfeld, 1998)
 Refractive index, size distribution, vertical distribution, surface albedo

LCLUC

Dust

Climate

ecosystems
Xi and Sokolik, 2012

Recommended directions for dust research

Carslaw et al. 2010

